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ABSTRACT

Recent studies have revealed strong interactions between resolvedRossby wave and parameterized gravity

wave driving in stratosphere-resolving atmospheric models. Perturbations to the parameterized wave driving

are often compensated by opposite changes in the resolved wave driving, leading to ambiguity in the relative

roles of these waves in driving the Brewer–Dobson circulation. Building on previous work, this study iden-

tifies threemechanisms for these interactions and explores them in an idealized atmospheric model. The three

mechanisms are associated with a stability constraint, a potential vorticity mixing constraint, and a nonlocal

interaction driven by modifications to the refractive index of planetary wave propagation. While the first

mechanism is likely for strong-amplitude and meridionally narrow parameterized torques, the second is most

likely for parameterized torques applied inside the winter-hemisphere surf-zone region, a key breaking region

for planetary waves. The third mechanism, on the other hand, is most relevant for parameterized torques just

outside the surf zone. It is likely for multiple mechanisms to act in concert, and it is largely a matter of the

torques’ location and the interaction time scale that determines the dominant mechanism.

In light of these interactions, the conventional paradigm for separating the relative roles of Rossby and

gravity wave driving by downward control is critiqued. A modified approach is suggested, one that explicitly

considers the impact of wave driving on the potential vorticity of the stratosphere. While this approach blurs

the roles of Rossby and gravity waves, it provides more intuition into how perturbations to each component

impact the circulation as a whole.

1. Introduction

The meridional overturning circulation of the strato-

sphere transports air from the equator to the pole. It is

named the Brewer–Dobson circulation (BDC) in recog-

nition of its discovery by Brewer (1949) and Dobson

(1956), although hints of the circulation date back to

Dobson et al. (1929). The stratospheric circulation affects

tropospheric climate and variability across many time

scales, through coupling to the chemistry and transport of

ozone (e.g., Thompson et al. 2011) and water vapor (e.g.,

Solomon et al. 2010) on decadal time scales, to dynamical

interactions with the jet stream on intraseasonal time

scales (e.g., Baldwin and Dunkerton 2001).

The BDC is a wave-driven circulation. Retrograde

wave torques allow flow across lines of constant angular

momentum, balancing the prograde Coriolis force as-

sociated with poleward flow. As more figuratively de-

scribed by Holton et al. (1995), the wave forcing

generates a ‘‘fluid-dynamical suction pump,’’ pulling the

air poleward in both hemispheres. The dynamical

framework for understanding the BDC uses the trans-

formedEulerian-mean (TEM) equations (Andrews and

McIntyre 1976; Dunkerton 1978). The merit of this

transformation is that the residual TEM circulation

approximates the Lagrangian-mean circulation for steady

disturbances (e.g., Bühler 2014, chapter 11). Moreover, in

the quasigeostrophic (QG) limit, these equations simplify

to provide a clear causality of the wave–mean flow driv-

ing, known as the ‘‘downward control’’ principle (Haynes

et al. 1991).

Figure 1a illustrates the conventional paradigm for the

wave-driven BDC dynamics. The downward-control

argument states that, given a wave forcing, it is possi-

ble to deduce the mean-flow fields from the zonal-mean

TEM equations (top arrow in Fig. 1a). The key is that
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the stratosphere is strongly stratified and the sole forcing

is the wave activity from below. It is then tempting to

consider the wave forcing as independent of the mean

flow. However, changes in the mean flow can affect the

very existence and propagation of the stratospheric

waves, as illustrated first by Charney and Drazin (1961)

and later by Matsuno (1970). The index of refraction

quantifies whether and how waves can propagate up-

ward and meridionally in the atmosphere. The wave

response depends on the mean flow and the source.

Thus, anymean-flow change by the wave forcing couples

back to change the wave forcing itself (bottom arrow in

Fig. 1a). The refractive-index view on the BDC dy-

namics, however, is equally incomplete in that the flow

itself depends intimately on the wave driving.

What waves drive the BDC? Both models and ob-

servations consistently show that stratospheric wave

driving is dominated by planetary-scale Rossby waves

(RW), as summarized, for example, in Butchart et al.

(2011). Stationary planetary waves are generated by

large-scale orography and land–sea contrasts, but tran-

sient planetary-scale and synoptic-scale waves also

contribute to the RW driving, particularly in the lower

stratosphere (e.g., Shepherd andMcLandress 2011, their

Fig. 2a). To a lesser extent, small-scale gravity waves

(GW), forced by smaller mountains, convection, and

frontal instabilities with length scales of roughly 10–

1000 km, also contribute to the wave driving. In the

upper stratosphere and mesosphere, however, gravity

waves begin to play a more dominant role. While plan-

etary waves are sufficiently resolved in state-of-the-art

numerical models of the atmosphere, much of the

gravity waves spectrum is underresolved and must be

parameterized (e.g., Fritts 1984; Fritts and Alexander

2003; Alexander et al. 2010).

Comprehensive chemistry–climate models with well-

represented stratospheres largely agree on the total

amplitude of stratospheric circulation (Butchart et al.

2010), although in some respect they are tuned to do so.

Intermodel comparison shows statistically significant

agreement on the annual-mean upward mass flux at

70 hPa (Eyring et al. 2010, their Fig. 4.10a). Somewhat

surprisingly, however, this intermodel comparison

shows thatmodels do not agree on the contributingwave

components—that is, how much is driven by parameter-

ized gravity versus resolved Rossby waves. Some models

suggest that GW contribute up to half the wave driving,

while others suggest they play a trivial role. The ambiguity

is worse for nonorographic GW, where models do not

even agree on the sign of their contribution.

In addition, climate models predict, on average, an

approximately 2% annual-mean increase per decade at

70 hPa in the BDC in response to anthropogenic forcing

in the future (Butchart et al. 2006, 2010; Eyring et al.

2010). In terms of the change, however, the disagree-

ment on the relative contribution of the wave compo-

nents is more severe. Some models suggest that gravity

waves dominated the response, while others rely almost

exclusively on Rossby waves (e.g., Garcia and Randel

2008; Li et al. 2008; McLandress and Shepherd 2009;

Eyring et al. 2010). Note that observations of strato-

spheric tracers cannot constrain stratospheric circula-

tion trends, as the sampling uncertainty is too great, and

there are concerns about biases and instrument noise

from the satellite instruments (Engel et al. 2009; Garcia

et al. 2011; Khosrawi et al. 2013). However, Kawatani

and Hamilton (2013) suggest that the BDC may be in-

creasing, based on changes in the amplitude of the

stratospheric quasi-biennial oscillation.

In a recent paper, Cohen et al. (2013, hereafter

CGB13) found that strong compensating interactions

FIG. 1. Two paradigms for interpreting BDC dynamics. (a) The

conventional paradigm: the system is coupled by linear-wave and

mean-flow dynamics. Given the wave forcing, downward control

can be used to infer the mean-flow fields, whereas the index of

refraction controls the propagation details of the waves. (b) The

modified paradigm: we add an intermediate step, the surf zone, to

explicitly consider the impact of the wave forcing and resulting

mean flow on the PV of the stratosphere. Given the surf-zone

structure, the wave forcing is just that needed to maintain the well-

mixed state against radiative restoring forces, and the mean flow

can be determined by PV inversion. Conversely, the surf zone is

itself a product of the interaction between the mean flow and wave

breaking.
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are quite likely between the resolved and parameterized

wave driving in the stratosphere. Perturbations to the

parameterized wave driving are often canceled by an

equal and opposite change in the resolved wave driving

(the Eliassen–Palm flux divergence). The phenomenon

was first observed by McLandress and McFarlane

(1993), and can also be seen in Manzini and McFarlane

(1998) and McLandress et al. (2012). Recent work by

Sigmond and Shepherd (2014) shows that a comprehen-

sive atmospheric general circulation model exhibits sim-

ilar phenomenon. In addition, Sigmond and Shepherd

(2014) show that compensating interactions are likely

for the response to climate change. These compensating

interactions may explain why comprehensive models

tend to agree more on the total strength of the BDC than

on that associated with individual components.

CGB13 suggested, in a proof by contradiction, that

compensation between the resolved and parameterized

waves is inevitable when the parameterized wave tor-

ques, if not compensated, would drive the stratosphere

to a physically unrealizable state that is unstable to

baroclinic instability. They found that this is likely for

strong and/or meridionally narrow torques. Sigmond

and Shepherd (2014), however, found no evidence for

instability and argued, alternatively, that orographic

gravity wave drag (OGWD) tends to weaken the zonal

winds in the upper flank of the subtropical jet, thus

changing the refractive index in a way that reduces plan-

etary wave vertical propagation. In particular, Sigmond

and Shepherd (2014) showed that the compensation by

resolved waves was mainly associated with changes to the

meridional propagation of the resolvedwaves (about 70%

reduction), while changes in the vertical propagation

play a secondary role (about 30% reduction). Both stud-

ies, however, examine only the steady, mature state of

compensation and do not discuss the development of

compensation in time. Here we show that the key to un-

derstand the interactions is to investigate their temporal

structure and that the most important parameter is the

location of the applied torque.

Building on the potential vorticity (PV) analysis by

Scott and Liu (2014), we propose an intermediate step

to the downward control–refractive index paradigm for

the BDC dynamics. The intermediate step emphasizes

that Rossby waves respond to the distribution of PV.

This perspective is based on the McIntyre and Palmer

(1983) conceptual surf-zone model and is used to pro-

pose a simple mechanism for the interactions between

planetary resolved waves and parameterized gravity

waves in the stratosphere. As with downward control

or the refractive-index arguments, this lens for viewing

the BDC is not complete, but provides new insight

into how GW and RW interact with each other. This

paradigm is illustrated in Fig. 1b and developed in de-

tail in section 2.

In section 3, these contrasting paradigms are used to

identify three possible mechanisms for the interactions,

which can be differentiated based on the location and

amplitude of the parameterized gravity waves. To vali-

date our hypothesis, we test the conceptual model using

an atmospheric general circulation model (AGCM), as

described at sections 4 and 5. Last, in section 6, we

conclude our study and address the question of what

drives the BDC and how the BDCmay change in light of

these paradigms.

2. A surf-zone paradigm for the BDC

The stratospheric surf zone is, conceptually, a region

in the midlatitude stratosphere where PV mixing is

substantial (McIntyre and Palmer 1983). This model

assumes that there is sufficient planetary wave propa-

gation and breaking to completely mix the PV in the

midlatitude stratosphere, sandwiched between two

regions of strong PV gradients that inhibit mixing

(McIntyre and Palmer 1985). Killworth and McIntyre

(1985) showed that for a completely mixed surf zone,

any excess of propagating planetary waves will be re-

flected away, thus the well-mixed region changes from

perfect absorber at the initial stages to a perfect re-

flector. Figures 2a–d shows a latitude–longitude cartoon

(for a generic level in the stratosphere) of Rossby wave

breaking that results in a PV mixing. Large-scale orog-

raphy (dashed black) generates the planetary waves that

propagate upward and distort horizontally the materi-

ally conserved PV isopleths (solid red), thus trans-

porting lower PV values poleward and higher PV values

equatorward. The wavy distortion continues, irrevers-

ibly, until the wavy pattern breaks, resulting in PV

mixing. At this time, the PV gradients necessary for wave

propagation are eliminated. Thus, this model suggests

that there is sufficient wave breaking to homogenize the

surf-zone PV, but no more.

Absent any planetary wave forcing, and so no wave

breaking, the mean PV of the flow would return toward

an equilibrium or background distribution. Hence, the

wave driving can be envisioned as a force that causes the

PV to deviate from the background PV, as described

most easily with the aid of Fig. 3. In this figure the solid

red curve describes the background PV, which increases

with latitude. Given the extent of surf-zone width

and perfect PV mixing (in blue), the wave driving is

essentially constrained by the background PV. There

will be exactly enough wave breaking to offset the re-

storing force, but no more, as long as there is sufficient

planetary wave forcing from below. Using this conceptual
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thinking, we provide a quantitative prediction of the

wave driving.

The zonal-mean QG PV equation in (x, y, p) Carte-

sian longitude–latitude–pressure coordinates is [e.g.,

Andrews et al. 1987, their (3.3.4)]

qt 52(y0q0 1X)y1 S . (1)

Using common notation, an overbar represents a zonal

mean, a prime denotes a geostrophic perturbation

therefrom, and a subscript denotes a partial derivative.

The QGPV is denoted by q, y is the meridional velocity,

X is the unresolved gravity wave driving, and S repre-

sents nonconservative terms, mostly due to diabatic

heating. Here y0q0 is the zonal-mean meridional flux of

PV and, in the QG limit, is equal to the Rossby wave

driving or Eliassen–Palm flux divergence (EPFD). In

accordance withQG scaling (Edmon et al. 1980), the PV

and its meridional gradient are

q5 f 2 uy1

0
@ fu

u0p

1
A

p

and qy5b2 uyy 1

0
@fuy

u0p

1
A

p

,

(2)

where u is the zonal wind, u is the perturbed potential

temperature about a stratified background state that is

independent of latitude, u0 5 u0(p), and f 5 f0 1 by is

the Coriolis frequency.

In this framework, we now make a crude approxi-

mation, supposing that the nonconservative term can be

approximated by a linear relaxation toward a back-

ground PV profile. That is,

S’2
q2qb

t
, (3)

where qb is a background PV and t is a relaxation time

scale. We visualize this simple thought experiment using

the arrows in Fig. 3. Denoting the total wave forcing with

G5 y0q0 1X, (1) becomes

FIG. 2. A latitude–longitude diagram, for a generic level in themidstratosphere, of Rossby wave and gravity wave breaking that result in

PV mixing. (a)–(d) Large-scale orography is in dashed black, and the red lines denote PV isopleths increasing poleward. In (a) Rossby

waves generated by large-scale orography propagate upward, and in (b) they distort the materially conserved PV, thus transporting lower

PV values poleward and higher PV values equatorward. In (c) the wavy distortion continues irreversibly until the wavy pattern breaks,

resulting in PV mixing, as shown in (d). (e) Gravity waves generated by a small-scale orography propagate upward, break, and exert

a retrograde forcing, (f) thus changing the PV. This PV change acts as a local mixing, effectively separating PV isopleths. (g) We assume

many such gravity wave breaking events. (h) Aggregation of them or applying a zonal-mean result in effective PV mixing.

FIG. 3. The conceptual model for the stratospheric surf zone.

Planetary wave breakingmixes the PV (dashed blue) and drags the

flow away from the background PV (solid red). Given the width of

the mixing region, the total wave driving is constrained to be equal

to the absolute value of the area between the two curves.
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qt 52Gy2
q2 qb

t
. (4)

Thus, the time evolution of PV is governed by competi-

tion between the wave driving, which tends to homoge-

nize the PV within the surf zone, and nonconservative

forces (diabatic forcing, etc.), which continually adjust

the PV toward the background state.

Consider a steady state and let us concentrate on the

surf-zone region. It follows that qt 5 0 (steady state) and

the balance is

Gy52
q2qb

t
. (5)

Both the mixing Gy and restoration of PV occur on a

finite time scale, and wewould expect a balance between

these terms that results in nonzero PV gradients—that

is, an imperfect surf zone. Indeed, as we observe in our

atmospheric model (Fig. 4) and seen in observations, PV

gradients are never fully homogenized in the surf zone.

If the time scale of mixing is fast relative to the resto-

ration, however, PV gradients will be weak. To make

analytic headway, we will assume that the mixing is

sufficiently fast such that qy is approximately zero. This

means that applying a y derivative on (5) eliminates the

q term on the right-hand side.1 That is,

Gyy 5 qby/t , (6)

where the curvature of the wave driving is proportional

to the background PV gradient. To make a back-of-the-

envelope estimate, suppose that the background PV is

simply the planetary PV.That is, qb5 f01 by and qby5 b.

Further assume that thewave driving vanishes outside of

a surf zone with a fixedmeridional extent. It then follows

FIG. 4. Time- and zonal-mean climatology of the control integration. (a) The PV is scaled relative to the value of

the planetary PV associated with f0 at 458N, and (b) its meridional gradient is scaled relative to the planetary value

ab0 at 458N. (c) EPFD. In black contours (lines of 21, 25 and 210 are shown) are idealized torques that applied in

the SH and NH stratosphere; see section 4 for details. (d) Zonal-mean zonal wind.

1 Even if we relax the QG assumption, the same result applies.

For example, retaining the PV advection term modifies (4) to be

qt 1qyy*52Gy 2 (q2qb)/t, where again the PV homogenization

assumption drops the PV advection term.
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that the wave driving has the following simple parabolic

shape

G52
bh2

2t
1

b(y2 y0)
2

2t
, (7)

where y0 is the center of the surf zone and h is the half-

width. Its minimum value is2bh2/2t, the negative value

consistent with our expectation of a retrograde forcing.

We note that the residual vertical velocity, which is

proportional to the meridional gradient of this parabolic

wave drag, would be infinite right at the boundaries. In

a more realistic context, diffusion and advection of the

relative vorticity would smooth this out. We stress that

the wave driving in (7) only meant to provide a rough,

zeroth-order estimate.

This model for the wave drag in (7) requires some

knowledge of the surf-zone location and extent. We use

an idealized AGCM to make an estimate. Briefly, the

AGCM used in this study is a dynamical core developed

by the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory. We are

using exactly the same configuration as the ‘‘default’’

configuration in CGB13 (‘‘control run’’). The model

integrates the dry hydrostatic primitive equations with

pseudospectral numerics and relaxes the temperature

equation with a 40-day time scale toward a simplified

perpetual-January radiative-equilibrium temperature

field (Polvani and Kushner 2002). This yields realistic

tropospheric and stratospheric conditions without the

need for convective or radiative schemes (Held and

Suarez 1994; Polvani and Kushner 2002). We use the

Gerber and Polvani (2009) configuration with most

realistic troposphere–stratosphere coupling, including

zonal wavenumber-2 topography of 3-km amplitude,

centered between 258 and 658N. We have also replaced

the crude GW parameterization, a Rayleigh friction

above 0.5 hPa that acts on the uppermost layers of the

model in the Polvani and Kushner (2002) configuration,

with a momentum-conserving parameterization scheme

for nonorographic gravity wave (NOGW) (Alexander

and Dunkerton 1999); see CGB13 for details. Note that

no orographic gravity wave parameterization was used

in the AGCM for this study.

Figures 4a and 4b show the detailed structure of the

time-mean q and qy (computed in spherical coordinates)

from a 10 000-day control integration of theAGCM. For

the purposes of computing the QG PV gradient of the

model, u0 in (2) was defined as the latitudinal average

from 608 to 308S and from 308 to 608N, and u was com-

puted as the deviation from this background value.

Figures 4c and 4d show the integrated time- and zonal-

mean EPFD and zonal wind, respectively.

Figure 5 compares an estimate of the wave driving in

(7) with that in theAGCM integrations. Figure 5a shows

the time- and zonal-mean model-integrated EPFD and

nonorographic gravity wave drag (NOGWD), while Fig.

5b shows the wave driving estimate of (7) with the pa-

rameters qby 5 b, h 5 268, y0 5 458N, and t 5 40 days,

which is the thermal relaxation time scale in the AGCM

(Polvani and Kushner 2002). The surf-zone width and y0
parameters were chosen according to Figs. 4b and 4c.

Note the reasonably good agreement between the

model integrations and the analytic wave driving in both

amplitude and shape.

The success of the simple analytic framework suggests

that Rossby waves are quite efficient in opposing the

restoring force on the PV, as described in (5). Relative

to the actual wave driving in the AGCM, however, our

FIG. 5. The actual and estimated wave driving of the NH stratosphere. (a) The sum of the EPFD and the NOGWD

from the control integration of the AGCM is shown. (b) The estimated wave driving from (7), obtained using the

conceptual model where the surf zone is centered at 458N, half-width of 268, t 5 40 days, and qby 5 b. The vertical

structure of the wave driving follows from the density structure of the atmosphere.
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simple framework underestimates the wave driving be-

tween 0.1 and 3hPa and overestimate it between 30 and

50hPa. This is due, in part, to the fact that (7) is based on

a 1D surf-zone conceptual model. The stratosphere in the

AGCM is further from its thermal equilibrium at higher

elevations, leading to a higher effective-damping time

scale. In principle, it would be possible to tune the vertical

structure of the constraint wave forcing by taking into

account changes in the stratification, but themodel is only

intend to provide an order of magnitude estimate.

This result should be compared with a recent study by

Scott and Liu (2014). Using the TEM shallow-water

system, they diagnosed the EPFD needed to establish

a fixed stratospheric surf-zone region against the re-

storing effect of radiative relaxation. In agreement with

the constraint estimated provided here, they found, us-

ing an iterative scheme, that a parabolic shaped EPFD is

needed to maintain a surf zone with homogenized PV.

Their model also allows for wave breaking outside the

surf zone, providing a more realistic circulation in sur-

rounding regions, but emphasizes the same balance

within the surf zone.

The surf zone constrains the total wave forcing only to

the point that the parameters can be determined a priori.

Inspection of (7) suggests that the dominant parameter

is the half-width, as it regulates, to a large degree, the

amplitude of the parabolic constraint wave driving. In

Fig. 6 we show the total hemispheric wave driving esti-

mated by (7), scaled by the model’s climatology, as

a function of the half-width, where different colors

correspond to different damping time scales. A value of

1 corresponds to the true value of integrated wave

driving. Each curve in the area integration presented in

Fig. 6a corresponds, with the same color, to a curve in

the vertical integration presented in Fig. 6b. It is clear

that the conceptual model is highly sensitive to the surf-

zone width and the time-scale parameter. Note that the

red line uses the natural time scale in the model. In

addition, notice that the surf-zone width can be esti-

mated using Figs. 4b and 4c. For example, defining the

half-width to be from the polar night jet maximum to the

location of minimum meridional PV gradient, we esti-

mated the half-width to be around 208–308 latitude. It
follows, according to Figs. 6a and 6b, that the conceptual

model plausibly estimates the total wave driving.

The ability to get a plausible estimate for the total

wave driving, based on just the gross properties of the

surf zone, shows the advantage in PV thinking on the

BDC. This leads us to suggest a slight modification to

the standard paradigm for the BDC dynamics that ex-

plicitly considers the impact of wave driving on the po-

tential vorticity. The key for the modified paradigm, as

illustrated in Fig. 1b, is to consider the fact the Rossby

waves mix the PV as an intermediate step to the con-

ventional paradigm. This mixing constraint connects the

total wave forcing to the surf-zone extent and background

PV (bottom arrow on the left-hand side of Fig. 1b). For

example, given the surf-zonewidth, the total wave forcing

is just that needed to maintain a homogenized PV against

restoring forces, as crudely estimated in (7). On the other

hand, given the surf-zone PV structure, one can invert the

PV and compute the zonal-mean-flow fields (top arrow

on the right-hand side of Fig. 1b). This ensures that the

zonal-wind field satisfies a positive refractive index for

planetary wave propagation (Charney and Drazin 1961;

Matsuno 1970), as the surf-zone model assumes available

FIG. 6. (a) The area-integrated wave driving estimated by the surf-zone model, as a function of the half-width and

time scales. The wave driving is computed as in (7), integrated between 1.25 and 35 hPa and between 108 and 808N,

and scaled by the climatological wave driving (EPFD1NOGWD). Hence, a value of 1 implies an ideal match. The

chosen parameters for (7) are y0 5 458N and qby 5 b. (b) The vertically integrated constraint wave forcing as

a function of the time scale, with the ‘‘best fit’’ half-width according to (a).
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RW for PVmixing at all times (bottom arrow on the right

of Fig. 1b).

In the next section we use this model to suggest a new

mechanism for stratospheric interactions between pa-

rameterized gravity waves and planetary Rossby waves,

a mechanism that complements the time-mean stability

constraint suggested by CGB13. The key is that (i) the

modified view forces one to think about the PV impact

sooner and (ii) does not differentiate which wave is

mixing the PV.

3. Three mechanisms for interactions between
resolved and unresolved waves

Gravity waves that originate from small-scale moun-

tains, convection, and frontal instabilities cannot be

captured in most AGCMs, at least at resolutions that

permit long-term climate integrations, and need to be

parameterized. CGB13 found that the torques produced

by GW parameterizations are often sufficiently strong

and/or narrow to drive the flow toward an unstable state

if they are not compensated by the resolved flow. Thus,

barring some other interactions, baroclinic instability

can generate resolved waves to compensate the pa-

rameterized torque. We associate this potential mech-

anism with a stability constraint on the flow. But what if

the GWbreak in a region with significant RWbreaking?

Here, we use the conceptual model of the surf zone to

motivate a second interaction mechanism that can lead

to compensation by the resolved waves.

Breaking gravity waves change the PV structure on

stratification surfaces in a manner that is linked to the

pseudomomentum content of the waves. This can be

incorporated into our surf-zone paradigm. The PV im-

pact of GW breaking was pursued in Bühler and
McIntyre (2005), who argued that a conservation law

holds for the sum of the waves’ pseudomomentum and

the vortex impulse based on the PV distribution. The

upshot was a generalization of the usual dissipative

pseudomomentum rule familiar from zonal-mean the-

ory: breaking gravity waves result in a dipolar PV

change on stratification surfaces such that the horizontal

impulse of the new PV distribution is equal to (minus)

the dissipated amount of horizontal pseudomomentum

of the waves. The sum of horizontal pseudomomentum

and of horizontal PV impulse is constant under wave

breaking. This process is illustrated in Figs. 2e–h: the PV

impact exerted by a retrograde force generated by

gravity wave breaking in the surf zone is a local re-

duction of the PV gradient.

OGWs and planetary waves are generated approxi-

mately at the same location (large-scale orography is

associated with smaller-scale orography), and both tend

to break when their zero phase speeds match the zero

background zonal flow. Thus, one can expect much

OGW breaking in the same region where the planetary

waves break: the surf zone. But, as suggested in the surf-

zone conceptual model, the mean PV is being homog-

enized there. It follows that any PV change induced by

the GW will result in less resolved wave breaking (or

more, as the case may be) in order to maintain the well-

mixed surf zone. Thus, there will be less planetary wave

breaking if the GW tend to reduce the PV gradient or

more if the GW tend to increase the PV gradient. More

generally, Rossby waves will keep mixing the PV until

there is no gradient in the surf zone. Therefore, for any

perturbation to the PV gradient affected by gravity

waves, the Rossby waves alter their behavior to keep the

gradient flat.

This mechanism for compensation is illustrated in

Figs. 7a and 7c. Figure 7a shows the background PV and

the surf zone. A retrograde gravity wave forcing exerts

a change on the PV structure that results in a negative

perturbation to the north and positive perturbation to

the south (dashed green). Thus, as shown in Fig. 7c, the

Rossbywaves (dashed blue) alter their behavior in order

to keep the PV meridional gradient flat.

A third mechanismmay occur when the GW breaking

occurs outside, along the border of the surf zone. At the

edges of the surf zone strong gradients in the PV inhibit

mixing, as expressed in the ‘‘PV staircase model’’ (e.g.,

Dritschel and McIntyre 2008). Any perturbation to the

wave driving here can modify the mixing properties of

the Rossby wave breaking, potentially extending (and

thereby amplifying the BDC) or contracting the wave

breaking. Figure 7d illustrates a case where the resolved

waves extend the surf zone, in response to GW pertur-

bation on its flank (Fig. 7b). This is a highly nonlinear

mechanism, with the potential for nonlocal effects, as

discussed in further detail in section 5.

Compared to OGWs, NOGWs can more readily prop-

agate outside of the surf zone, as they may have nonzero

phase speed and are not restricted to the refractive index

for planetary waves.2 In addition, the broad phase-speed

spectrum of NOGWs naturally provides much wider tor-

ques than the orographic ones, leading to vertical spread in

their breaking levels, as opposed to the tendency for lo-

calized critical level (u5 0) breaking with stationary

OGWs. Thus, when theNOGWs break near the surf zone,

they modify the surf-zone width in addition to the re-

fractive index for planetary wave propagation, resulting in

nonlinear interaction.

2 The refractive index that governs GW propagation is described

by the Taylor–Goldstein equation (e.g., Haynes 2003).
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Two key points differentiate these mechanisms. First,

the ‘‘refractive-index interaction’’ provides a pathway

for nonlocal changes in the resolved waves that can

amplify the impact of the parameterized wave driving.

In contrast, the ‘‘stability constraint’’ and ‘‘mixing con-

straint’’ are mechanisms for compensation, leading the

resolved waves to counteract the parameterized wave

driving. Second, the stability constraint differs in that it

is largely independent of the existing wave forcing, while

the other two mechanisms depend critically on the re-

sponse of the resolved wave activity in the stratosphere.

In particular, the relative importance of stability versus

mixing depends on the time scale of the interaction: can

the resolved waves effectively mix away the GW per-

turbation before the flow goes unstable?

In the next sections we use the idealized AGCM to

illustrate the three mechanisms for compensation:

instability, PV mixing, and refractive-index modifica-

tion. The key difference between them is the torque’s

meridional location and time scale of the interaction. In

regions where the PV mixing is weak, the flow has time

to go unstable and the dominant constraint is stability. In

the surf zone, we expect interaction through PV mixing

to be fast, and the second mechanism will be most im-

portant. For broad torques on the boundaries of the surf

zone, we expect the potential for nonlinear interaction.

4. PV mixing versus instability

We first establish two experiments to differentiate the

instability and mixing mechanisms, creating two cases de-

signed to favor one or the other. In one case we take an

idealized time- and zonal-mean stratospheric torque that

mimics theOGWDandplace it in the summer stratosphere,

FIG. 7. Two mechanisms for interaction between GWD torques and the existing planetary waves in the flow.

(a) The gravity wave breaking occurs inside the surf zone and results in a PV change (dotted green) that will flatten

out on a fast time scale by rearrangement of the existing planetary waves, which result in (c) less PVmixing. Here, the

resolvedwaves compensate theGWDperturbation. (b)When the breaking is outside/on the borders of the surf zone,

an expansion of the surf-zonewidthmay occur, (d) as the localmixing by theGWweakens the PVbarrier, resulting in

more PV mixing. Here, the GW perturbation may be amplified by the resolved waves.
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where there is no large-scale topography in the model and

easterly winds limit wave propagation: hence there is little

mixing andno surf zone.We compare this casewith another

in which the same torque is placed in the winter strato-

sphere, inside the surf zone. The torque X, as in CGB13,

satisfies the following equation:

X(y,p)5

8<
:

2
A

2
f11 cos[p(y2 y0)/L]g , if jy2 y0j#L, p1# p# p2 ,

0 , otherwise,

(8)

whereA5 23 1025 m s22, the total meridional width is

h 5 2L 5 108, centered around y0 5 358N with p1 5
3 hPa and p2 5 50 hPa. This compactly supported wave

forcing is shown by the black contours in Fig. 4c. The

amplitude of the stratospheric torque resembles the

amplitude of the OGWD that we get from the time- and

zonal-mean OGW parameterization (see CGB13, their

section 4, for more details). We chose a relatively nar-

row torque, so that we could place it completely within

the surf zone.

CGB13 suggested that the torque’s amplitude, me-

ridional and vertical scales, and the mean PV state are

sufficient to predict compensation. The parameters that

we use for our torque are sufficient to drive instability in

the flow (cf. CGB13, their Fig. 9), so we expect com-

pensation in both the SH and NH cases. The key dif-

ference between the experiments will lie in whether

mixing can compensate the torque before the flow re-

alizes this instability.

a. Time-mean view

We consider two 20000-day integrations with the tor-

ques, compared against a control integration of the same

length. We start by exploring the time-mean compensa-

tion for both cases, defined in CGB13 as the scaled co-

variance between the perturbation and the response,

C52

2�
i
[P(xi)R(xi)]

�
i
P2(xi)1 �

i
R2(xi)

, (9)

where C is the degree of compensation, P denotes the

perturbation [the torque applied as in (8)],R denotes the

response of the resolved Rossby waves (the change in

the EPFD), and xi is a generic spatial coordinate. With

this definition, if the response is equal and opposite to

the perturbation (i.e., R 5 2P), we have perfect com-

pensation and C 5 1. If R 5 0 or more generally is un-

correlated with the perturbation, thenC5 0 (there is no

compensation) and if R 5 P, then C 5 21: the system

amplifies the perturbation.

Computation of the compensation for the integration

with the SH torque averaged over 20 000 days yieldsC5
0.74 with negligible standard deviation (less than 1%

change in C). The standard deviation was computed by

bootstrapping (reshuffling with repetition) the data at

random, repeatedly, 200 times. The NH torque is ap-

plied inside the surf zone, where there is weaker back-

ground PV gradient. As expected, in the region of

substantial PV mixing the compensation is higher, C 5
0.88, with negligible standard deviation. In both cases

the torque is well compensated by the resolved waves,

albeit more strongly in the NH.

While compensation through instability would involve

the local generation of Rossby waves, compensation

through PV mixing would be associated with a change

in the planetary wave propagation and breaking and,

therefore, a rearrangement of the existing resolved

wave fluxes. This is explored in Fig. 8, which shows the

Eliassen–Palm flux budgets for the steady integration

with the SH and NH torques. Similar to Edmon et al.

(1980) and Kushner and Polvani (2004), we consider the

rate of change in the total angular momentum within an

annular ring for different sectors of the stratosphere in

latitude and pressure, using the natural units of torque

(Nm). By Green’s theorem, the net Eliassen–Palm flux

divergence in the region must be balanced by the fluxes

across the lateral, top, and bottom boundaries; that is,

2pa2

g

ðp2
p1

ðf2

f1

cosf$ � F df dp5
2pa cosf

g

ðp2
p1

F(f) dpjf2
2

2pa cosf

g

ðp2
p1

F(f) dpjf1

1
2pa2

g

ðf2

f1

cosfF(p) dfjp2 2
2pa2

g

ðf2

f1

cosfF(p) dfjp1 , (10)
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where the flux is the vector F 5 (F (f), F ( p)) com-

prising F(f) 5 a cosf(2u0y0 1upy0u0/up) and F ( p) 5
a cosf[( f 1 j)y0u0/up 2 u0v0]. Besides terms that were

defined in section 2, v is the vertical velocity,

j 5 2(u cosf)f/(a cosf) is the relative vorticity, a is

Earth’s radius, and $ � F5 (F(f) cosf)f/(a cosf)1F( p)
p is

the divergence of the Eliassen–Palm flux (e.g., Andrews

et al. 1987, chapter 3). In addition, p1, p2,f1, andf2 are the

top, bottom, left, and right boundaries of the region,

respectively. The integrals are evaluated over the re-

gion surrounding the applied torque (the solid gray box

in Fig. 8) and adjacent regions, poleward and equa-

torward of the torque (dashed gray boxes).

Inspection of theNHEliassen–Palm budgets in Fig. 8a

shows that resolved waves respond to the torque by re-

ducing the local EPFD. Compensation is not perfect; the

applied torque of 276 3 1016 N m is associated with

a 62 3 1016 N m reduction in the retrograde forcing of

the planetary waves—that is,296 before the torque but

only 234 afterward (here and following, we omit the

units, always 1016 N m, for the sake of brevity). This is

achieved primarily by a reduction of themomentum flux

from the poleward side (183 before, 131 afterward) and,

to a lesser extent, less heat flux from below (24 before

the torque, 17 after), while the equator and top sides

exhibit only minor changes. Thus the reduction in the

local PV mixing is associated with a large change of the

flux from the pole side, the chief source of wave activity

in the climatological integration. This poleward region

exhibits an increase in wave driving as the resolved

waves redistribute the torque (the net EPFD here in-

creases from2141 to2167), and, most importantly, less

net flux into the stratosphere from below (from 400 to

377): less wave activity enters the high-latitude strato-

sphere, consistent with the reflection hypothesis of a

saturated surf zone. The budget analysis thus supports our

hypothesis of surf-zone interaction through PV mixing.

We also note the similarity in the response of our

idealized model with the middle- and high-latitude budget

analyses presented at Sigmond and Scinocca (2010, their

Fig. 6) and Sigmond and Shepherd (2014, their Fig. 3).

These studies examined the response of resolved Rossby

waves to perturbations of the OGW driving that fell

largely in the middle of the surf zone. In addition to

a compensating decrease in the resolved wave breaking in

the surf zone, they observed an increase in the resolved

wave breaking poleward of the OGW perturbation, asso-

ciatedwith a decrease in the zonal winds. Comparisonwith

Fig. 8 shows that this effect is quite similar to the response

of our idealized model to a torque in the surf zone. Once

PV gradients are flattened in the surf zone, excess Rossby

wave activity will be reflected poleward (reducing the net

meridional propagation). This leads to increased breaking

on the poleward flank of the surf zone and, ultimately, less

wave activity allowed into the stratosphere (reducing the

net upward wave propagation).

The SHEliassen–Palm budgets in Fig. 8b, on the other

hand, tell a different story. Changes are limited to the

torque region and its boundaries, with negligible changes to

the fluxes entering or leaving the adjacent regions. The local

EPFD changes sign in the torque region, from218 to126,

indicating that Rossby waves are being locally generated

to compensate for the applied torque. This leads to less heat

flux from below, more momentum flux that leaves on the

equatorward side, and, most importantly, momentum

flux directed poleward, opposite to the climatological

FIG. 8. Eliassen–Palm flux budgets (31016 N m) for the (a) NH

and (b) SH torque experiments. Dashed arrows characterize the

fluxes in the climatological (unperturbed) integrations and solid

arrows characterize the integrations with the applied torques. An

upward or equatorward arrow indicates a negative flux of mo-

mentum, so that the arrows illustrate the direction of wave prop-

agation. The solid gray boxes mark the region surrounding the

torque, and dashed gray boxes mark adjacent regions. Green

numbers at the center of each box denote the net EPFD within the

region, and a dashed (solid) circle denotes the unperturbed (ap-

plied torque) integrations. The net fluxes across each boundary are

evaluated using the right-hand side of (10) on the circumference of

each box, and the total integrated EPFD is evaluated as the sum of

the fluxes across all sides.
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direction of wave propagation. The observation that the

momentum flux changes direction from its climatologi-

cal state is a clear sign for instability being involved in

the compensation process.

Figure 9 complements this view with spectral analysis

of the fluxes leaving/entering the torque region. For

simplicity, we focus on the sides with the largest net-flux

change and consider the first 10 wavenumbers; higher

wavenumbers have negligible contribution to the flux.

Figure 9 shows the relative change (compared to clima-

tological values) in the wavenumber contribution to the

fluxes encircling the torque region (solid gray boxes). It is

apparent from Fig. 9a, which shows the analysis of the SH

box, that except for the bottom side, there is an amplifi-

cation of the wavenumber contribution, across all wave-

numbers, with a change in the sign of the pole-side flux.

The most significant amplification is observed with

wavenumbers 7–9. The abundance of small wavenumbers

is consistent with the instability hypothesis, as one would

expect the zonal scale of the unstable waves to be related

to the meridional scale of the jet perturbation. Thus,

generation of new waves is playing a role in the com-

pensation process. Figure 9b, which shows the analysis of

the NH box, is markedly different. The wavenumber

contribution of the surf-zone fluxes does not change rel-

ative to their climatological values. This is consistent with

the hypothesis that less mixing is needed by the available

planetary waves to compensate for the applied torque.

Close examination shows a net reduction of about 10% in

all wavenumbers at the pole and bottom sides of box.

As will be shown below, consistent with the instability

mechanism, a region of negative PV gradient is observed

in the SH case (Fig. 10c, blue contours). However, the

bottom region of the NH case also exhibits a weak re-

versal of PV gradient (Fig. 10d, blue contours), a neces-

sary but not sufficient condition for instability. Note,

however, that the PV reversal in the NH is about 10

times weaker than in the SH. To ensure that PV mixing

is sufficient to explain the compensation, we further

explore the transient response to the applied torques for

evidence of instability (or lack thereof). In addition, real

GW events are transient in nature, and considering only

the steady responsemight obscure the physical nature of

the interaction. Thus, in the following we study the

transient response to the applied torque, using an en-

semble of switch-on torque experiments.

b. Temporal structure

We run an ensemble of 1000 integrations, each for 50

days, initialized from a long control run. The initial

condition for each ensemble member is taken directly

from the control run, but each experiment is separated

by 50 days to ensure statistical independence.At day 0 of

each experiment, the applied torque is switched on and

remains steady. We start by examining the SH region.

Figure 11a shows that the ensemble-mean zonal wind is

accelerating, so that, after about 8–9 days, the ensemble-

mean PV gradient changes sign, thus satisfying the

necessary condition for instability. At the same instant,

the ensemble-mean EPFD changes sign. Figure 11c

shows that the ensemble-mean compensation (solid

blue) increases exponentially, mirroring the perturba-

tion to the winds. After 40–50 days the compensation

saturates to its steady value (dashed black).

We compare these results with the integration in

which the torque is applied in the NH stratospheric surf

FIG. 9. The change in the mean fluxes encircling the (solid gray) boxes in Fig. 8, relative to their climatological

values, as a function of the zonal wavenumber for (a) the SH and (b) the NH. The curves correspond to the different

sides of the region, as noted by the labels. When the value is 1 (or 100%), it means that there is no change in the

wavenumber contribution to the net flux. Huge relative change in the fluxes are observed in the SH case, whereas in

the NH there is a uniform reduction of about 10%.
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zone. Figure 11b shows that the ensemble-mean PV

gradient does not change sign during the first 50 days:

the necessary condition for instability is not satisfied.

Throughout the 50-day period the zonal winds slowly

respond to the torque (orange line in Fig. 11b), but the

ensemble-mean compensation (blue line in Fig. 11d)

increases rapidly over the first 5 days and then saturates

to its steady value (dashed black). This 5-day time scale

is consistent with the life cycle for planetary wave

breaking illustrated in Ueyama et al. (2013). The key

difference between the SH and NH cases is that the time

scale for the interaction is much faster for the torque in

the surf zone and much slower for the SH torque, which

is consistent with faster times for PV mixing and slower

times for instability.

A complementary view on the different mechanisms

can be obtained by analyzing the changes in the re-

fractive index in both scenarios (Matsuno 1970). The

refractive index indicates the affinity for planetary wave

propagation, such that waves can propagate when the

refractive index is positive. In addition, the planetary

wave amplitude gets larger for higher refractive-index

values; thus, planetary wave rays have a tendency to

propagate up the refractive-index gradient (Karoly and

Hoskins 1982). Figures 10a and 10b show the climato-

logical refractive index (shaded red) and the time- and

zonal-mean zonal wind (black contours) for the South-

ern and Northern Hemispheres. It is clear that planetary

waves are allowed to propagate upward along the

weakly positive zonal wind in the winter hemisphere but

are prohibited from doing so in the summer hemisphere.

Figures 10c and 10d show the ensemble-mean states for

both the Southern and Northern Hemispheres, aver-

aged over the days in which compensation has satu-

rated—thus, over days 40–50 (Figs. 11c,d).Whereas for the

ensemblemeanwith the SH torque, the zero-wind linewas

shifted upward: there is no change in the ensemble-mean

zero-wind line with the surf-zone torque. In both cases,

however, compensation has reached saturation by this

time.

FIG. 10. The dimensionless refractive index for wavenumber 2 (red shading) and the zonal-mean zonal wind (black

contours; solid lines for positive values and dashed lines for negative values). The refractive index is computed as in

Simpson et al. [2009, their (4)]. (a),(b) Climatological values and (c),(d) ensemble-mean values, averaged over days

40–50, with (a),(c) SH and (b),(d)NH torques. The blue contours show the negative PV gradient (22.5,22,21.5,21,

20.5, 20.1, scaled by the value of ab0 at 458N).
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5. Amplification of the BDC by GW driving on the
edges of the surf zone

To study the third mechanism for interaction through

refractive-index modification, we need to generate an

idealized torque that is weak and broad enough not to

satisfy the condition for instability. In addition, the torque

must be applied outside the surf zone, to avoid fast in-

teraction through PV mixing, but near enough to be able

to interact with the planetary waves. We found, in prac-

tice, that it is very hard to create such a torque. As shown

in CGB13, the impact of a torque on the PV is very sen-

sitive to the second and fourth meridional derivative of

the implied torque. Thus, any localized torque is likely to

generate PV reversals, at least at its edges.

NOGW parameterization is designed to account for

gravity waves that originate from a variety of sources.

These include moist convection, spontaneous emission

from fronts and jets, and instabilities. The precise nature

of the wave emission from these sources is largely un-

certain. Nevertheless, all these sources have a broad

spectrum; they emit waves with a wide variety of wave-

lengths and frequencies. Thus, these spectral waves have

multiple critical layers and are not restricted to break at the

surf zone. In addition, the NOGW parameterization is

interactive, and so even for large-amplitude breaking,

rather than drive potentially unstable flows, the scheme

adjusts the breaking level as the zonal wind begins to

change. This makes the NOGWD intrinsically broad and

weak, less likely to generate instability, and therefore ideal

for the purpose of studying this mechanism.

For this experiment, we compare two configurations

of our model with different NOGW parameterizations.

An integration with the Alexander and Dunkerton (1999)

NOGW parameterization (the control integration used in

this study) is compared against an integration in which

NOGWs are parameterized by a Rayleigh drag, as in the

Polvani and Kushner (2002) model. (For reference, these

FIG. 11. The ensemble-mean transient response of the flow to the torque placed in (a),(c) the SH stratosphere and

(b),(d) the NH stratospheric surf zone, evaluated at the region surrounding the torque. (a),(b) The ensemble-mean

meridional derivative of the PV (red), the ensemble-mean EPFD (blue), and the ensemble-mean change in the

maximum zonal wind (green), all scaled by their climatological values, as a function of time (the zonal wind change is

additionally scaled by 10 for plotting purposes). (c),(d) The ensemble-mean (blue) and long-time-mean (dashed black)

compensation as a function of time. The standard deviation was verified to be negligible using the bootstrap method.
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two integrations were also compared in CGB13, their

sections 2 and 5.) Figure 12a shows the perturbation [the

difference between the Alexander and Dunkerton (1999)

NOGW torque and the Rayleigh friction torque] with the

black contours and the response (the change in resolved

wave driving) with shading. The change in the resolved

waves is almost orthogonal in space to the perturbation in

the parameterized wave driving and therefore is not ef-

fective in compensating for the perturbation (the com-

pensationmeasure is low;C5 0.216 0.04). Theorthogonal

changes in the resolved waves, however, amplify the per-

turbation’s impact on the residual circulation, as can be

seen in the changes to the 70-hPa residual streamfunction

in Fig. 12b. The change in circulation associated with the

resolved waves (blue) has the same sign as the change in-

duced by the parameterized wave driving (green). Thus,

the response of the flow is to amplify the perturbation, as

seen in the total change of the residual streamfunction

(black). The impact of the increased wave driving by the

NOGWswasmore than doubled by the associated increase

in resolved wave driving.

We now focus on the upper-stratospheric perturba-

tion in Fig. 12a. Note that the meridional extent of the

negative perturbation is on the order of 358 and it is

about 1026 m s22 in amplitude. Thus the negative per-

turbation gets compensated only weakly, as it does not

satisfy the condition for compensation through in-

stability and is acting outside of the surf zone. Its direct

effect on the mean flow is to weaken the polar vortex.

This zonal wind weakening allows more upward plane-

tary wave propagation according to Charney–Drazin/

Matsuno condition. At the same time, a positive NOGW

perturbation centered around 358N reverse easterlies that

exist in the Polvani and Kushner (2002) configuration to

westerlies, allowing the planetary waves to propagate

farther equatorward. Both of these changes extend the

range where planetary waves can propagate, thus en-

larging the surf zone.

This process can be seen in the red-shaded refractive-

index field in Figs. 13a and 13b. Examination of the change

in the PV gradient in Fig. 13c indeed shows a change that

supports the changes in the refractive index in Figs. 13a and

13b. In that sense the NOGW positive and negative per-

turbations act in a joint manner to direct the waveguide of

the planetary wave equatorward, where now there is more

place for PV mixing. This extension of the surf zone is re-

flected in the broad increase in the planetary wave driving

shown in Fig. 12a, which amplifies the total BDC.

6. Summary and discussion

The BDC is a wave-driven circulation dominated by

Rossby waves, and, to a lesser extent, by gravity waves.

However, it is nontrivial to quantitatively relate the

BDC to its wave contributors because of strong in-

teractions between the wave contributors, as discussed

by CGB13 and Sigmond and Shepherd (2014). We have

identified three mechanisms for the interaction between

parameterized gravity waves and resolved Rossby

waves. The first, a stability constraint, applies when the

GWD drives the stratospheric flow to go unstable. This

mechanism is likely for large-amplitude and meridio-

nally narrow torques and is expected to dominate out-

side of the surf zone or high in the stratosphere or

mesosphere. ObservedOGWs are intermittent in nature

tending to lead to short, extremely strong bursts of wave

forcing (i.e., Hertzog et al. 2012), which may make the

potential for instability more likely.

FIG. 12. Analysis of a noncompensating integration, where the perturbation is defined to be the difference between

the NOGWDand the Rayleigh drag. (a) The perturbation (contoured) and the EPFD response (shaded) and (b) the

change in the streamfunction at 70 hPa, broken down into components using downward control. There is no OGW in

these integrations.
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The second mechanism, a mixing constraint, was

drawn from the conceptual surf-zone model and based

on the fact that large-scale Rossby waves mix PV. It is

likely to apply for GWD in the winter midlatitude lower

stratosphere, where any PV change induced by the

GWD is mixed away by the existing planetary wave

fluxes, which flatten the PV surfaces in the surf zone.

OGWs are stationary and so tend to break at zero-wind

critical layers where the planetary waves tend to break.

Hence, compensation is likely for these waves. The key

difference between this and the instability mechanism is

the torques’ meridional location and time scale for in-

teraction. In regions where the PV mixing is weak, the

flow has time to go unstable and the dominant constraint

is stability. In regions where the PV mixing is strong, we

generally expect interaction through PV mixing to be

fast and so the flow never becomes unstable.

Sigmond and Scinocca (2010) and Sigmond and

Shepherd (2014) show results from a comprehensive

atmospheric model that are consistent with this effi-

cient PV mixing mechanism. In particular, Sigmond

and Shepherd (2014, their Figs. 4b,d) show that changes

in the strength of the stratosphericOGWs have almost no

effect on the total circulation between the turnaround

latitude and 528N (the region at the heart of the surf

zone), both for the current conditions and for a 23 CO2

atmosphere.

The thirdmechanism, a refractive-index interaction, is

likely when the perturbation is broad and weak and

therefore unlikely to drive instability. In this case, the

torque can directly change the mean flow and there-

fore alter the refractive properties of planetary waves.

Changes in the refractive index can guide the planetary

waves away from the perturbation, leading to nonlocal

interactions. This mechanism is more likely for GW per-

turbations near, but outside, the region of planetary wave

breaking. It must be outside the surf zone to avoid fast

interaction throughPVmixing but close enough to be able

to interact with the planetary waves. An example of this

nonlinear interaction mechanism from a comprehensive

AGCM can be seen in Manzini and McFarlane (1998,

their Figs. 13 and 16). They found that perturbations to the

FIG. 13. The dimensionless refractive index for wavenumber 2 (red shading) and the zonal-mean zonal wind

(contoured) for the integration with (a) the Rayleigh drag and (b) the NOGW. (c) The PVmeridional gradient in the

integration with the Rayleigh drag (red shading) and the change therefrom in the NOGW integration (contoured).
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parameterized GW driving near the top of the surf zone,

in the vicinity of the stratopause, led to amplification of

the resolved wave driving in the mesosphere.

Thesemechanisms are notmutually exclusive, and it is

likely for multiple mechanisms to act in concert. It is

largely a matter of the torque’s location and the in-

teraction time scale that determines the dominant

mechanism. While the first two mechanisms involve

strong and local compensating interactions, the third is

not necessarily compensating, and nonlocal changes in

the resolved waves can, in the end, amplify the net effect

of the initial perturbation in the parameterized wave

driving. It is important to note, however, that the in-

stability and mixing mechanisms also involve nonlocal

effects, as highlighted in the discussion of the idealized

torque experiments in section 5.

The potential for interactions between planetary and

gravity waves (the latter of which are generally param-

eterized) suggests a nuanced answer to the following

question: what drives the BDC? The conventional par-

adigm, summarized in Fig. 1a, suggests that, given the

wave forcing, it is possible to deduce the zonal-mean-

flow fields usingmean-flow dynamics through downward

control (Haynes et al. 1991). At the same time, changes

in the mean flow couple through linear wave dynamics

to the wave forcing itself, as expressed by the refractive

index (Charney and Drazin 1961; Matsuno 1970). Nev-

ertheless, it is common practice to neglect the coupling

in the system by quantifying the wave-driven BDC only

through the downward-control branch (top arrow in Fig.

1a). For example, the linear-decomposition view con-

siders the total wave driving, or alternatively the total

residual streamfunction, as the sum of its contributions

from the resolved Rossby wave driving and the un-

resolved parameterized orographic and nonorographic

gravity wave driving (e.g., Eyring et al. 2010; Butchart

et al. 2010, 2011). This view, however, does not consider

the system as coupled and could leave a misleading

impression on the relative importance of the different

wave types.

We argue that the question of what drives the BDC

cannot be answered using downward control alone. This

is because strong interactions between the wave com-

ponents are possible for the same total wave forcing.

One could evaluate the importance of different wave

types by considering the impact of their absence; for

instance, how the does the circulation change when the

GW parameterizations are turned off? This may not be

possible in practice, however, as GWD plays a critical

role in stabilizing the polar vortex in the upper strato-

sphere. In this respect, we believe that the linear-

decomposition approach may tend to overestimate the

importance of OGWs in the BDC and underestimate

that of NOGWs. This is because OGWs tend to break at

the surf zone, thus their effect is likely to get canceled

by the resolved waves, while NOGWs exhibit nonlocal

interactions with the resolved waves, effects that are

essential but hard to appreciate in a naive, linear in-

terpretation of downward control.

In light of these interactions, we suggest a modified

approach, which explicitly considers the impact of wave

driving on the potential vorticity of the stratosphere. As

summarized in Fig. 1b, it is helpful to consider the cou-

pled system as one, using a surf-zone PV perspective. In

the midlatitude stratosphere where planetary wave

breaking is strong, perturbations to the PV gradient af-

fected by breaking gravity waves will tend to be flat-

tened by the planetary waves and, therefore they do not

really affect the total wave driving. The total wave

forcing is set largely by the surf-zone width. In terms of

evaluating the role of GWD, this suggests that their

importance is primarily in how they help shape the width

and depth of the surf zone.While this approach blurs the

roles of Rossby and gravity waves, it provides more in-

tuition into how perturbations to each component im-

pact the circulation as a whole.

Shepherd andMcLandress (2011) have shown that the

response of the BDC to global warming can be un-

derstood in terms of the change in the critical layer for

wave breaking associated with the upward expansion of

the subtropical jets. This suggests an upward expansion

of the stratospheric surf zone, affecting the parameter-

ized OGWs and resolved planetary waves alike. Hence

a robust increase in the BDC is expected, independent

of the role of OGW and resolved planetary waves in the

current climatology. This has been verified by Sigmond

and Shepherd (2014), who find that the relative role of

the RWs andGWs in driving the response of the BDC to

2 3 CO2 varies depending on the basic state.

On the practical side, we urge modeling groups to

report the latitude–pressure structure of the parame-

terized and resolved wave forcing throughout the whole

stratosphere. We appreciate the burden of maintaining

increasingly complex Earth system models, but this 2D

structure of the wave driving is essential for untangl-

ing the roles of gravity and resolved waves in driving

the BDC.
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